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There are three main sourc€s of ps]'cho-anall"tic interest in drug-

addiction. In the first place its rtiologSr isstillobscure ; consequently

the treatment of drug-addiction lags bchind that of the ps1'cho-

neuroses. It is true the psycho-analvst is justified in asserting that

the onlv radicr"l approach to drug habits is through psycho-analytic

treatment : but he cannot remain content r*'ith such a general recom-

mendation. Ht' r:ught to be in a position tD direct his irsl'cho-analytic
energies u'ith more precision. Thi're is a considerable diflerence

between ' anah'sing' a rlrug-addict and analvsing ' drug-addiction '.

A sccond source of interest lies in the c.orrclaticin of dnrg-addiction

u'ith various otirer pst'chcpathoiogical states. Orving to the close

connecticrn trn the one hand trets'cen drug-addiction and the psl'choses,

and olr the other betwrcn drug-addiction and social or sublimatory

defencc-reactic)ns, i t  is probable that drug statcs wil l  prove an essential

l ink in the understanding ,. , f  such dif{erent pf ienornena as paranoia,

lbsr:ssir-rrral neuroses, erpr 'n-air cults or even arl  addict ion to scenterd

soap.

Thc third source of interest is mainly clumestic. Studl '  of psvcho-

analvt ic vie*'s concerning alcrihol ism and uther drug-addict ions seems

to me to illustrate verv clearl3' the clifferent tendencies u'hich from

time to tirne have dorninated ps].cho-analvtical research or doctrine.

Thuse rrhose interest in psvcho-anal1'sis is conrparatively recent,

dating, sa-\,, {rom the publication crf, Be},0*.d lhe Pleasure-'principlc,

might be excused for thinking that sadism and the aggressive instincts

are new discoveries. In a sense this vier+' is not gn1;. lv rvi thout

justification. \\'ider historical reading shi,lvs hou'ever that t'hereas

in earlier tirnes tire impcrtance of sadism i4'as recognized clinicaily, its

atiological significarrce was to some extent obscured by a preoccupation

with more predominantlv libidinal factors. Injeed, theie are some

gr<,'unds for the vieu' that ps].ci:o-analvsts can be dir-ided into those

*'hc,, as it were, havc bcen brought up on the doctnne of sadism and

the aggressive impulses and those who are still strongly under the

infiuence of e.arlier disco','eries ccncerning libidinal rmpulses and

frustratir.rn.

l{ow :t is interesting to note that the 6rst stage in investigating
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drug-addict ir-rn crt ln6i,1"4 with a pcrir;d rvhen the tendencies of psycho-

anai-\'tical researclr ivere more or less conl,ergent. Psycho-analysis

bore rl,rrl'n on the problenl :rrme(i u'ith exprerience r-rf transference

neuroses, holding clt,sely tc trarlitions uf libidinal disturbance, irr

partitular, castration :rnxietv dating from the phallic phase of libidinal

developnrent. The result u'as a standard reconstructinn cif psvchic

events,,;r ieinai lv sketched b-r 'Abraharn I in the r:a-se ' , f  alcoholism and

added to piecemeal br. later investigators. The detai ls of this recon-

struct ion require rrr i  recapitulat icin. I  nec:d onlv reca,l l  the emphasis

la id, :n l ixat ion of  i ib ido at  orAl  , i r  an&i ievels.  cn the comparat ive

$'eakness of adult huterosexu;i i  intcrest, the importance of unconsciorts

homosexuali tv, the sienif icance r,f  alcohoi and other drugs as symbols

of the procre:atir,5- pr,\4'{,F nf t}re nraie (father, God), the secondan'

breakdor+'n o{ sui.,limatrun. and the strnbolic castration represented

first bf improtence and later tt1' phvsical and mental deterioration.

Et'en in this shon .summary the bias of libidinal interest is un-

mistakable. But another equalh' important tendencv is l iable to

escape 3ttr:nt ion. The approach t ' .r  drug-addict ion was (and st i l l  is)

pt'ofounrilr inf,uenced bv the concept of regression. The opposite view

af a progr(ss1ln in ps,r'chopathological states has never been exploited

to t lre san' ie e-xtent. The idea of nrogrcssion implies that ps1'cho-

pathological states are c.\aggerations of '  normal '  .sf*gcs in tke maslrr ing

o,f anxiett' and can ix' arranged rn a rough order of precedence. It is,

cf cour.ie , iniplicit in Freud's 2 original pronouncement regarding

paranr-r i t i  staies : namelr ' ,  that t i re svmptom is in part an attempt at

rest i tut ion, i .e an a, ivance frorn the unconsciorrs situatir :n i t  covers.

Nr-rt  oniv cic,es i t  restore some l ink with real i tv, howcver inadequate,

i t  prrf .rrrns a. lso a protective function. The protec.t ive and resti tut ive

aspects r. i f  ,- , lher psvcho-pathr, l . :Rical states have nat been given the

same attention. Fi,r example, u'e have long know'n that obsessional

mechanisnis function comparatir .-elr, '  u,el l  in the remissions of melan-

choiia : n':r,enheless \*"e are incline4 1s look askance at an obsessronal

neurosis ?€/ s.,  as a '  scvere rcgrcssir:n ' .  \1'e think and talk of this

neurosis as the result of a de{ensive flight bac.ku'ards from the anrieties

of an infantiie eenital svstem of relati,:nships ; rather than a remark-

betwee* Sexuali{' and

a case of Paranc,ta',

I Abraham : 'Tbe Ps-vchological

Alcohoiism ', Selected Fapers. l,ondon.
t Freud : 'An autobiographical

Calltckd Papns, Vol. III, rg:5.
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EDWARD GLOVER

able impulsion forwar&, a striking advance on tbe discomforts of an

unconscious paranoid organization. Indeed it has been left to ttre

psycho-aratytical anthropologist and in more recent years to tie

child-analyst to administer a corrective to the dinical pessimisrn

wbich goes with a bias in favour of reg'ression. As a matter of fact, iJ

we study the nurnerous drug-habits which, owing to absence of dramatic

are called ' idiosYncrasies' or

T
I

individual or social cons€quences,
'indulgences ' ratber than addictions, we can see that drug-addictiou

The point is of considerable
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is frequently a successful maneuvre.

therapeutic interesi. Obviously if we (an SrasP the progressive

relations of psychogenetic states, our tirerapeutic energies can be

d.irected with greater accuracy. For example, the cure of an addiction

or even of a severe obsessionai state may depend more on the reduction

oI an underlying paraloid layer than on tbe most careful analysis of

the recognized habit-formation or obsessional superstructure.

To return to our historicai survey, the first discoveries concerning

addiction were followed by a phase of stalemate. This deadlock

coincided with the realization that what bad been regarded as almost

a specific libidinal factor could no ionger be so regarded. The element

of unconscious bomosexuality had never accouuted satisfactorily for

variations in the structure of di.fferent addictions ard it was gradually

found to be non-specific. Flight from unconscious homosexuality bad

atready been advanced to account for tl:e systems of paranoia ; it was

regarded as an important factor in obsessional states; it was dis-

covered to be a solrrce of violent resistance in characterological analyses

and it gave considerable trouble in the analysis of normal people. The

attempts made to emphasize regressive libidinal aspects of homo-

sexuality, in particutar the reassurance obtained by flight from genital

anxiety were not satiSfactory: reassu.rance mechanisms alone do not

constitute a complete etiology. Other efforts to maintain a purely

iibidinal etiolql' \ryere not any happier, as for example, Schilder's t

view that intoxicants brought about qhanges in tle iibido and artificia.ily

increased bomosexual compouents.

On the other haad, fresh prq3Tess se€ms to have been made by

paying more attention to the associated element of sadism and tle

reactions produced by the aggressive group af impulses. These

reactions *ere first of all studied dkectiy in the fonn ot projections,

r Schilder : Ethnrf nt cincr Psychiatrk arf psycbatnlytkckr Ctfinn-

Jaga, Wiel, rgz1.
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reaction-formations, regressions or inhibitions of psychic and motor

activities, and later indirectiy by scrutinieing the super-ego apparatus
r*hich is responsible for using up certain sadistic quantities. But in

spite of the fact that Rewer concepts of sadism and of the super-ego

have been applied in the study of drug-addiction, and have increased
our atiological understa-nding, the amount of progress mcde has not

been entirely satisfactory. And I consider this is due in part to a

divergence of vieu's as to the actuai significance of sadism. The

divergences can be detected not onlf in papers on drug-addiction, but

throughout the field r.if ps1'cho-analytic research. As I have said,

sadism is no new cliscover\'. The concepts of hate, aggression and

sadism have alwal.s been impiicit in the concept of ambivalence and an

increasing appreciation of its unpori.ance can be detected historically

ia the emphasis laid on negative transferences. The sadistic factor in

transference $';Ls obscured for a time by the ccrrrelation of ttre negative

transference with the inverted (Edipus situation. But this stage did

not last, and there must be few analysts wbo have studied unconscious

homosexudity in recent years without forming the conclusion that

tbe problem of unconscious homoseruality is, roughly speaking, the

problem oJ sadism.
In spite of this fact, f maintain that a very clear divergence of

opinion can be detect:d in recent n'ritings on dnrg-addiction, and also,

though iess obviously, in papers dealing with the psychoses. For one

group sadism is still viewed through transference neurotic spectacles

and vaiued in terms of genital development. The theoretical im-

portance of pregenital sadism is freely admitted, but in practice it is

regarded as a potential reinforcement of late (Edipus annbivalence,

brought into action by the mecbanism pf regression. Other workers

are not content to trace the development of sadistic impulses from the

earliest stages onwards ; their aim is to establish definite corelations

between a series of characteristic fusions of aggression and certain

psychopathological states, pre-eminently t he psych oses and addiction s

and to a lesser extent compulsive formations.
This difference in tendency can be brought out by a comparison of

earlier with more recent views on paranoia. It is true that in Freud's

latest paper on paranoia 'the significance of death-wishes is emphasized,

and it is true also, as has been stated, that aggression is implicit in the

' Freud: 'C-ertais Neurotic. Mechanisms in Jealousy, Paraaoia and

Homosexudify', Colkckd Pcpcrs, Vol. II, t9"1.
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302 EDWARD GI.OVER

earlier conception of ambivalence. Nevcrtheless in the Schreber paper

no 'direct mcntion rvas made of the aggressive irnpulses and the

mcchanisrn r-rf p313noia was described mainll.' in terms of libidinal

conflict and related to reprr:ssic'n of the inverted (Edipus situation.

Onlv a fcu' statements in Freud's more recent u'ritings help to modify

the eari ier emphasis on l ibidinal facturs in paranuia, e.g. that the

mechanism of projection depends on ambivalence,s or tirat in cases of

homosexualit-v an exceedingll'hcstiie aggressive attitude has treen not

trnlr" repressetl but .transftirmed into a luve relationslrip 6 ; implying

thcrehv that a honrusexual st-stem can function as a delence agairrst

hate anrJ aggression.T Considering tlrat for the last fiftrt'n l,e&rs
Iircud has cr-rnstantit' emphasized the general imp)rtancc' of hate,

aggressiLin and dcstructive impulses in ego-develc'pment, it is all the

more remarkable that these teachings have not ]'et been luliv reffected

in atiological formulations concerning paranoia. Yet such is the fact.

A detinite c(,ntrast is afforded bv the vieg's of }felanie Klein.s She

asserts that the fixation-points of the psvchoses are pregenital sadistic

fixati<;n-points . that the individual experiences paranc)idal anxietv in

ttre earlrr anal-sadistic phase : that the fixation-point of parannia falls

in the phase of phantasied attack on the mr:ther's brdy ; that the

individuai's aggressive tendencics are transferred to the excretcry

svstems, hence ttrat feces and urine and all associated organs are

unconsciciuslv regarded as lxrssessing dangerous sadistic properties. the

projection of u'hich gives rise to an.xieties of attack frcrn without ;

tiiat in particular the fear of poizuning can be related mostly to the

individual's uriginal anal and urethral sadisn'r.

I do not suggest tirat the degrce o{ emphasis laid on sadistic e}ements

necessarilv invoives any contradiction tretu'een the two pxrints of view

cicscribnrd. And ir has ro tx admitted that eariv wclrk clf Stircke,e

5 Freud '  7 he Egt and the ld,  L<:ndon, rgr7.
6 l i reut l :  'Certain Neurot ic l lsc i ranisms in Jealousy, Paranoia and

Homosrxua). . r t .v ' ,  Col l , r r ted [ ]a iers,  \ 'o] .  1I .  r924.
? Later, in The iir* and the Id, Freurl takes the view that this trans-

fr-rrmation does not rrnpll ' a transformation of irate into love, but is the

rcsult of a transfcr af neutrahzeci energy to the lule a.im. This later vrere'

dorrs not detract from the ctefensive signihcance of the manceuvr{:.

t l i lein - Tbe Pswho-andlt'sis of Chi!& r n, Chap. I X (appearing sbortly).

c St i i rcke .  '  Thr Reversal  of  the L. i i i i r lo- ; rgrr  in Delusions of  Persecu'

t ron' ,  tbrs JouRltAL, lgzo, I . .  ?3r,  'Psvcbo-anal ! 's is and Psychiatry ' ,

i l tC. ,  tgzt ,  i I ,  3t , r
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Van Ophuij *&, 10 A braham I I and others to a certain ex tent foreshadowed
the views expressed by tr{elanie Klein (e.g. Stircke's view of the part
played by ' negative libido ' in the psychoses). But there are definite
differences, (a) in respect of thc detail *'ith which the sadistic phantasy-
systems and defeaces of the earliest years are outlined (Melanie Klein's
being presented with much greater detait). and (b) in regard to the
exact nature of libidinal contributions in those early stages. The mos{
important dif{erence can be expressed bv sal"ing that if the 'genital
incest-ambivalence---castration anxiety ' nucleus be taken as the
model (Edipus situation, one must be prepared, following Klein's r,r.ork,
to discuss the existence of earlier (Edipus situations carrving a higher
satiistic charge. It is true that in recent times writers on paranoia
refer more frequently to sadistic factors, but they continue to link up
those lactors *'ith an (Edipus situation of the model genital type {see
e.g. Kielholz,rr Feigenbaum rB and others). The same applies to
studies on delusions of poisoning and other poison phantasv-svstems.
Although both Kielhole and Fenichel t.lay considerably more empirasis
ttran usual on the sadistic significance of poisons and excreticns, they
end on a much milder note of pregrrancy and castration phantasy.
Here again the difference can be made clear by pointing clut that if a
representative group of analysts tvere asked to give a brief interpreta-.
tion of a pc.rison phantasy, man!', including Fenichel himself, w$uld
simpl.y describe it as an impregnation pbantasy derived frorn the
'classical ' CEdipus nucleus , cthers would regard a poison phantasy
as a projection of the sadistic u'eapon by means of u'hich the primitive
ambivalence relating tcr earll' fru-ctration at an oral-anal level is
expressed, and in u'hich a mainly prephallic view' of the (Edipus

situation is reflected.

The same divergence can be demonstrated in tne case of drug-
addiction. I{ one studies recent psycho-analytic literature on the

r0 van Ophuijsen : ' On the Origin of the Feeling of Persecution ', this

Jounxel ,  rgzo, I ,  e35.
1r Abraham : 'A Shcrt Study ol the Development of the Libido',

Selected Papers, l-ondon, r927.
Ir Kielbolz : ' Giftmord und Yergiftungsr*'ahn ', Inlernationaie Zeit-

sc.hnft f*r Pq,choanelyse, r93r, XVII, 8S.
1! Feigenbaum : " Paranc;ia und llagie ', Intcr*ationale Zeitschrift fiu'

Psrt,citoun*r'se, Ig3o. XVI, 36r.
It Fenichel: ' Utrer respiratorische Introjection ', Inlernotronalc Zc*-

schnit jiir Psychoanalyse, r93r, X\:I, 2J4.
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subject, it is clear that in spite of copious reference to hate and sadism,

early fixations, psychotic components, etc., drug-addictions are

ultimately assessed in terms of late genital anxieties. Even where

attempts are made to establish deeper roots for tle fi-tations of addiction

the tendency is to look for tbem in phases of development when psychic

structure must be of the me'rst rudimentarl' order' Thus Rado'rr

although correlating dnrg-addiction and abstinence with a manic-

deprestive sequencer looks for the basic lixation in a phase of
'alimentary orgasm ' on which a pharmacotoxic orgiastic system is

built up. It is true he does not erclude entirely a psychic organization

based on this alimentary'systenr, but he has so far attached no s;recific

content to this psychic system. On the other hand he goes on to say

that later guilt systems have no specific relation to drug-addictions:

that they play no gteater part in these addictions than in other patho'

logical 'states. Simmel r0 in a recent paper shews both tendencies.

He ultimately relates drug-addiction to melancholia but only as a

secondary regression following a prirnary obsessional mechanism; as

one might gather from his interest in obsessional factors in addiction,

he expresses tle anxiety factor mainly in terms of castration anxiety.

And he follows Rado in seeking for a fixation factor in a phase ante-

dating organized psychic structure, v'v. a stage of primal intestinal

narcissism. Incidentally, like many other writers, he introduces tle

'death instinct ' as a factor, a course which always seems to me to

beg the question of the actual history of sadistic and destructive

impulses.

Stimulating as these contributions are, they exhibit an algrost

reactionary tendency. Pre-structural factors of this type ca-n be

adequately valued as 'constitutional' or 'predisposing' without

enrploying the tersr fixation. This has always been tle practice in

estimating tle importance of erotogenic zones. Granted that close

attention should be paid to dispositional factors in dqg-addiction, it

seems unduly pessimistic to lay stress on these elements to the exclusion

of later guilt-mechanisrn-s. And granted that the latest guilt-s1'stems

cannot be regarded, as specific, there seems no reason to exclude eerlier

specifi c guilt-reactions.

ls Ra.d6 : 'The Psychic Effects of Intoxicants', tbis Jounxrrt, tgz6,

VII, 396 ; ' The hoblem of Melancholia', ibrid., tgz9, IX, 4eo.
r. simmel: 'Zum Problem von Z'*'ang und sucbt 
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The r:pposite tendency, viz. search for a specific etiology of drug-
addiction of a kind that is primitive witlout b*ittg pre-structural is
hard to find in psycho-analytic riterature. Drug-addiction has been
treated on the whole as a step-child of thc psychoses. I have on
previou-s occasions 17 referred to the mechanism of one t1'pe of alcoholism
as an 'invcfted paranoia ' and trave said regartling drugs in general
that they represent the poisons and elixirs wherewith the sadistic
aftermath of earlv libidinal relations is treated. But the only specific
reference I can find in the literature is in the form of a speculative
suggestion made by Melitta schmideberg.rs \l'riting on psychotic
mechanisms, and in particular on the means u,hereby dangcrous
'introjected ' objects (or their substitutes) can be countered, she
describes how a dangerous substance can be transmuted into a beneficent
substance, also how friendly substances can be used to neutralize or
expel maligaant substances. She goes on to link this system with
medicinal treatrnent in generai and adds: 'probably this mechanism
is at work in morbid cravkrgs ; the drug would signify the good father
who is to fight against &e bad introjected father soon it comes to
signify the bad father against whom nothing avails but the taking of
rnore drugs'. This is 'reinforced by the pharmacological eftect of
drugs as opposed to medicines that reaUy heal ,.

In the last few years I have had fresh opportunities of studying
some drug-addictions and have compared my recent impressions with
{ormer experiences of dnrg-habits. In particular I have tried to find
some precise relation bet*'een drug-addiction, psychotic states,
obsessional neuroses and neurotic character peculiarities. I have also
tried to estimate the relative importance'of the phallic (Edipus organiza-
tion and of more primitive t]?es where, it is held, pregenital sadism
dominates the picture. The methods of valuation were on the whole
empirical, namely, obsen'ing the type of mental mechanism employed
in different states of an-xiety, and the amount of reduction of anxiety
that could be effected by fol.lowing various lines of interpretatiou.

r? Glover: 'The Etiology of Alcoholism', procccdings of tlv Royal
Sociely of *Iediciw, 1928, xXI, 45 ; 'The prevention and rreatment of
Dnrg-Addiction ', ibid., r93r, XXIV.

tr schmideberg: ' The R0le of psychotic Mechanisms is cultural
I)evelopment', this JouRxai., r93o, XI, 387 ; 

, A Contribution to the
Psychoiogy oJ Persecutory Ideas aad Delusions', ibkl., tg3r, XII, 33r.
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306 EDWARD GLOVER

I am bound to say that as between the tendencies I have described

in the earlier part of this paper, recent experience biases me in favour
of the second. I agree that interpretations of a nuclear complex

existing prior to the mainly genital Gdipus phase are to a certain
extent suspect, that they are subject to the charge of being
' riickpliautasieren' pnxlucts, that the-r' ma-v exploit regression instcad

of uncovering it. In short, I agree that the onus of proof is on those
who attempt to modifv existing systematizations. But I cannot l ind

any adequate explanation of drug-addiction which does not assurne an
active CEdipus situation at a stage when object relations are little more

than the psychic reflection of organ relations ; when sadistic and

libidinal functions overlap considerably and before libidinal systenrs-

chiefl1' the oral, excretory and earll' genital systems-have established

a stable balance between psychic representation and repression.

.The justification for appropriating the term '(Ed.ipus' in this

context would take us too far afield. I have the impression that

objections to this course are to a certain extent pedantic. A psychic

situation contains the essential ingredients of an ' (Edrpus' complex

provided : (r) a state of instinctual frustration erists, (:) this state ol

frustration is related by the subject to more than one r'itject (or part-

object, i.e. organ-object), (3) some degree tif genital interest exists

(u'hether directlv frustrated or not), and (+i the state of frustration

evokes an aggressive reaction to one oI'more objects {or part-objects).

The first and fourth conditions have nev('r been in dispute. The

second stipulatiein has rnanv advarrtaS;es. I3v using the term 'part-

object ' or ' organ-object ', we are able to take cognizance of the fear

and conflict brought about bv serial frustration o{ different cc.rmponents

of inlantile sexualitt'. And we avoid the necessity of presuming a

completely organized set of imagcs of both parents. lloreover, it

enables us to appreciate lnore ful!1'the amount of corrflict existing at a

stage when libidinal interesi.s are almost exclusivelv directed ton'ards

mother-imagos and the drive towards father-imagos is limited to one

organ-system {real or phantasied). Thus it makes one particular

phantasv-svstem more comprehensible, viz. the phantasv cif. the
' woman with the (father's) penis'. And it meets the case of the

pcrsthumous (fatheriess) chrld where the possibilit-1' of actual ' primal

scenes ' is cxcluded : the eariy stages of the child's conflict iincluding
primai scene phantasie"s) can then be r*'orked out in reference to

differcnt maternal organs or zones of gratification and frustration (real

or phantasied). The main objection to adopting this second condition
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is that it renders the term inverted (Edipus complex ' less precise
than is the case at present. The terminological issue rests on the third
condition. Genital interest exists from the first year of life in both
sexes, and is bound to plav a part directly or indirecttry in all frustra-
tions. In this sense all frustrations have ern (Edipus component. If
the argument is advanced that in early stages the genital element is
quantitatively negligible, there is no objection to the use of some
other term, e.g. ' (Edipu-s prototyp* ', or'forerunner ', ' pre-(Edipus ',

etc. There would, however, be a verv definite objection if such terms
were used to gloss over the dynamic significance of the earlier conflicts.
If we can shew that earlier conflicts play a part in the etiolog"* of, say,
the psychoses, similar to the part played by the model genital CEdipus
situation in hysteria, whv not reduce complications by calling all
infantile conflict over frustration ' CEdipus ' conflict ? rr

In supporting these views, which are in most essentials the views
of lt{elanie Klein, I do not intend to suggest that the importance of
later and more organized infantile systems can be glossed over in drug-
addiction. It is impossible to neglect, for example, ttre extremely
obvious homosexual phantasy-systems observ'ed in, sy, cocaine-
addictions. It is equallv impossible to overlook later ' positive
G'dipus ' anxieties {i.e. t1'pical castration anxietv) ; or for that matter
the importance of stimuli of a much later date. In one case of cocaine-
addiction the final determinant of the habit wa^s without anv doubt a
fascinated interest in Sherlock Holmes, the publication of whose
' Adventures ' coincided with the addict's putrertal phase of masturba-
tion. Incidentally the patient moditred the Sherlock Holmes technique
in so far as he injected the drug into the root of the penis. f need not
go into all the genital (Edipus deterrninants of this habit, or enumerate
the elements of curiositv, .sad.ism, guilt and punishment represented
by identification with a detective. The fact remains that, although
interpretation of this familiar type produced signs of anxietv, both in
the positive form of discharge and in the negative form of resistance,
these reactions could not be compared with the intense resistances
shewn when a more primitir.e reading of the situation *.as given, viz. in

:r Since this was written Freud has made an important pronouncement

on the question r t terminologl {' Female Sexualiry ', this Jounxrl, p. a8r} :

he says, a prcfos of pre-CEdipus stages, that there is no objection to

attaching a wider signi-ficance to the term CEdipus complex ; it can be

regarded if need be as including all tbe relations of tbe infant ta both
parents.
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terms of sadistic attack on the parents followed by sadistic counter-
attack. Only when the situation rn'as reduced to the common grr:und
of a battle between the organs of the parents and the organs of the
child,*'ith terrifying excretory substances as weapons, was anv adequate
rcsponse evoked. Only then did an existing compulsive system of
invcntive and creative work-r*'hich had hitherto been singularly
unsuccessful and by means of v'hich the patient frittcrcd away time
and nroney-begin to lose some of its compulsil'e power and at the
sanie time become morl' t:ftective. I do not sav that a quantitative

difference in reaction can be invariably detected in giving such interpre-

tations, because of course the factors of timing and dosage rnust be

taken into account. Nevertheless observations of this kind suggest

that rne are not justified in sticking rigidly to the idea of afixed nuclear

s_\'steqt. There is some reason to assume that what in the case of the

neuroses has been called the ' nuclear complex ' could be more usefully

described as a 'polymorphonuclear ' complex" My impression is that

in drug-addiction we can detect, perhaps more clearly than in *'ell-

defined neuroses or psychotic states, the existence of a series of nuclear
'CEdipus ' situations, to each one of which there is an appropriate

symptomatic or para-symptomatic (social) response. In general the

changes in the series may be attributed to two factors, (r) a quantitative

factor relating to the charge of aggressive impulses carried, and {a} a

qualitative factor contributed from erotogenic sources. At different

levels one seetns to find not only varying confluences of genital with

pregenital libido, but different fusions of each libidinal component with

aggression. Moreover, the different varieties of drug-addiction seem

to suggest that the earliest nuclear formations are not arranged simpty

in a censecutiz;e series but rather in a ehskr formation. This cluster

formation represents a group of component interests and develops

into a consecutive series only after what we call the anal-sadistic phase

has been established. To express the same idea in terms of anxiety

and frustration we might say that drug-addictions are a caricature of

the normal processes whereby a number of earlier infantile psychotic

(or as Std.rcke would call them palaopsychotic) anxiety' states are

carried over into and submerged by social adaptations of an ' ingestion '

order {reading, taking medicines, etc., etc.}.

Like all other systematizations, the foregoing has tc.r

mainly in terms of descriptive ccnvetrience ; in other words,

of what Freud lras caiied 'the metaphorical e.xpressions

be judged

the aptness
pec.uliar to
diflerencesps1'chology of the deeper layers '. Sonte apparent
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can be greatly reduced if we comider that earlkr psycho-analytical
formulations were based on one or two important cross-sectional views
of mental development, whereas recent investiiation is more in the
nature of an examination of longitudinal sections. There are, horyever,
certain theoretical consequences to be considered. Acceptance of an
early poll'rnorphous egmrganization involvei some recasting of
existing rather rigid descriptive views of narcissism; or at least some
distinction of the problem of narcissistic mergies frorn {a) the problem

of narcissistic topagraphy, arrd (6) the clinical problems of narcissistic

lceling or reaction. For example, a good deal of what has hitherto

been considered as belonging to a narcissistic organization would have

to be relegated to a system of object-relations. The term 'part-

object ' though to some extent helpful seems to me to beg ttle question

of the narcissistic boundary. On the other hand the term 'fixation '

would require to be used with more precision. To say that a persn

has an ' oral fixation 'is much too vague and throws too much emphasis
on the constitutional factor. It would be rnuch more helpful to be

able to say that owing to instinctual urges and frustration (occurring

at a time to be estimated for each individual) a person is fixated to one

or rlore of a series of nuclear positions. But we must be careful in the

use of the term series. It seems to me that difficulties in establishing

the fixation-points of psychoses are due in part to a bias in favour of a

consecutive series. The complex clinical picture of dementia pracox

itseLf suggests a porsible combination of nucleer fixations. Ahd, as I

bave said, the sarne appears to be true of drug-addictions.

The following case illustrates some of the points already discussed.

A woman came for treatment who appeared at first srght to be suffering

from a severe obsessional neurosis with some accompanying anxiety-

hysteria and some conversion symptorns mainly affecting the alimentary

tract. heliminary analysis did not aiter this diagnosis, although it

was notewortly that the obsessional system seemed to have effected

less distortion of ideational content than usual: the ceremonial

systens were ils to one part almost unmodified homosexual representa-

tions, in which however a phantasy element of hermaphroditism was

introduced, e.g. obsessiond pictures of possessing a Penis, sometimes of

fantastic shape, by means of which contact was made eitber with a

female figure having a fantastic penis or with a male figure with

a fantastic vagina. These pictures provoked typical obsessional

ceremonials. Outside the range of obsessional systems there lv'as no

manifest homosex"ai interest. It soon became apparent that, under
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cover of sedative medicinal treatment, she had established a strong J .
drug-addiction of tJre paraldehyde tvpe. She had been treated by i
various doctors for several years previously, all of whom had either ,
initirated some med.icinal treatment or sanctioned existing hypnotics. t

One naturally rescrutinised the history for evidence of earlier add.iction

tendencies, and found that evidence not only in the form of medicine- t,
taking but in various social habits cuncerning eating. A hunt for

paranoidal mechanisms was not successful. Tracing all these elements

separately in the subsequent analysis, it bccame possible to reconstruct I
the symptomatic course of events as follows: an active phase of

neurosis formation c,ould be established between tle age of e and 3|. i
This corresponded to the period between the birth of tle first rival 

:

sister and the first rival brother. Infantile anxiety reactions and

tantrum scenes in which the beating of animals or inanimate objects '

ptayed a part were follow.d by a stage in which it was not clear whether

anxiety phobia-formations or obsessional mechanisras would obtain tbe

upper hand. Eventually obsessional technique won the day; animd

phobias gave pl,ace to obsessional fears, and by the age of three the drild

was practically an adult obsessional neurotic with obsessional fears

of contamination and attack together with obsessional precautions

affecting thought, speech and action. For a short perid at about

the age of 5, hysterical conversion symptoms dominated the picture l
and recurred occasionally in later years. It was clear that the later !
alternations corresponded to fluctuations in unconscious homosexual i
and conscious heterosexual interest, stimulation and frustration. But :

only for a few months, at about e5, after an important change in work,

emotional reliations and social surroundings, was the neurotic activity

effectively suspended. The rest of the time obsessional systems and .,
defences were constantly increasing, oue contamination fear gt"'ltrg

place to another with always an increasing element of psycho-sexual

preoccupation or cover (e.g. masochistic pregnancy-phantasies). At 
I

puberty some organic illnesses obscured the picture but, on the

ernergence of faint homosexual interests and more intense reactive {

brooding over the problem of homosexuality irr general, the obsessional

systems became more extensive. An alarming cannibalistic element \
entered into them at about r8, and from then on to the forties the ego

wa*s almost completely absorbed by acute obsessional svstems, ringing

every possible change on a disguised sadistic contamination theme '

together with a manifest infantile homosexual theme. As regards tJre

addiction system, the earliest compulsive interest uncovered \ryas
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concerned with the taste of the first rival baby's bottle feed ; that was
at tJre age of z. Later (at about 8) a phobia of tea made its appearance.
Still later iat ra) an anxiety-free cercmonial concerning reading and
eating developed, but was soon hnked up with contamination-affect
concerning teeth and tartar. Still later {at 15) the obsessional herma-
phroditic systems hame attached to the mouth. Pressure of upper
on lower teeth, or of teeth on gums or of tongue on teeth could function
as substitutes for more manifest sexual conteiii. Contamination
anxiety then spread to anasthetics. At r8, as h r. ircen noted, canni-
balistic fears attacked the eating process, and at about z6 the frrst
sedative was given by the father. For some years afterwards, the
fears were associated witb impulses to take medicine of all .,.;rts in
order to combat infections and the patient veered between physical
illness requiring medicine and hysterical vonitirrg. During th: first
years of addiction, a reduction of the acuteness of ingestion fears

coincided with a spread of compric:.ted ceremonial to eatrng in

restauraxts.
Applyins the usual clirlical standards, it could b€ said that tbere

were no paranoidal formations, although studv of the phobia systems
both early and late sbewed significant reactions ; first, the involvement
of ' pursuing' animals in the phobias and later a tendency to expand
obsessional phobias to cosmic dimensions, together with a sense of
personal doom in relation to any natural disturbances.

During the course of analysis but particularly it its later phases,

the patient voluntarily undertook courses of abstinence nbich r*'ere

mostly abortive. C,omplete reduction of a lesser bromide habit was
ultimately effected, but at the cost of great anxiety and followed by
an increase of obsessional activity, particulariy of the more manifestly
sexual ceremoniais and defences. At this stage it r*'as clear that the
original shength of the addiction was due in part to the fact that the
drugs were officially prescribed (i.e. benign substances). l^n increase
in the paraldehyde habit then occurred. This developed to such an
extent that a formal deprivaticn course became essential. The
deprivation phase was accompanied by the usual hallucinatory mani-
festations. When these died down, two facts emerged ; that the patient
had a slight paranoidal system in operation and that the obsess'irmal
nanrosis had. for tl* tima disefpared. As the paranoidal svstcnr
slowlv vanished, the obsessional system returned in full swing. Thc
paraldehyde deprivation w'as complete, but on occasions r:f acutt.
anxiety the patient was allowed small doses of non-habit-formin:l
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hypnotics. These she herself supplemented with doses of sal volatile.
Of the various changes observed I will note here just one. The drugs
had previously always been employed in a ceremonial way, not as a
direct hypnotic. Now they were used less obsessionally as sedatives
and more for tbeir hypnotic effect, but the same drug was definitely
regarded as a' good ' or ' bad ' drug depending on whether the amount
conformed to or exceeded tbe prescribed anount. The amount over
the prescribed dose was a bad, evil, dangerous substance. The same
differentiation applied to the person of the prescriber. fncreases
sanctioned by the pbysician who bad regulated the deprivation were
god; those sanctioned in emergency by myself were dangerous. A
pseudo'paranoid mechanism had made its appeara$ce in the drug
system. Incidentally the phase following deparddehydirg shewed an
funmediate transference alteration in wbich I becane more dnngerous i
frrst of all the lessened defence to sadistic phantasies increased reactions
of anxiety during any absence, and in the sexual part of the obsessional
phantasies f was made to play a more direct r6le.

Casting back'to tbe open paranoid features tlat were manifested
immediately after deprivation, it became clear that the mechanism
was not purely paranoic. At first srgbt they had appeared to be pure
delusions of reference, but that was not quite accurate. The jeering

voices and hostile reproaches, or attacks, which were supposed to
darnage the patient and at the sarne time to remove something from
her were linked on to a conspiracy system. For example, certain
bostile indif idrrrl-s were conspiring to take away some good substance
from a clergyman. There was however a hint that the patient berseU
might somehow be in the conspiracy-or at least that she was being
used by others as a tool in order to effect tbeir designs. But by dint
of identifying herself with the clergyman she could restore the damage
provided she took drugs. The clergyman was a not very effectively
disguised mother-figure. This system of identification was on ordiaary
occasions concealed by the manifest homosexual content of the obses-
sions, e.g. active or passive conta.rrination or destmction effected by
the ' fantastic penis'systems.

Here was a case that shewed historically a gradual crescendo of
symptoms ti.ittg to a paranoid crisis, but including elements of reaction
to every stage of development from primitive oral reaction down to
infantile genital and adult genital anxiety systems. In the next place
the most dramatic and permanent feature, the severe obsessional
systenr, appeared in the r6le of a defence formation, guarding against
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anxiet-v of a paranoid type. Ttf
played an obvious part in the rr*;^:"5*t ryffiG

sional formatim *ts tffithe earlv hallucinatory phase of deprivati"", UriG Hdirect phantasies of incestuous attack by tbe f"d;; E
gave place to tlre delusions of lxrsecution. The far.,;j
thus showed rts ' regressi'e '.aspect in relation to the i"*JX
and its ' progressive ' aspect in relation to paranoid fear of thc
IUoreover in the phase prior to actual deprivation the it..*"* in
addiction corresponded directly with an increase in the
aspects of obsessional thinking anrl ceremonial ; after the deprivatilxr
there was a more rnanifest connection between ceremonial habit and
destructive impulse.

A similar compromise-mechanism could be detected in the Sherlock
Holmes case I have mentioned. The castration elements appeared to
be mostl-y concerned r+'ith later genital sy'stems. The homosexual
organization was kept under effective repression and there was no
ciinical sign of paranoid reaction ; nor was there any notable paranoid

reaction after deprivation. The melancholic element in the case was,
however, extremely obvious. There $';rs a constant recurrence of
manifest depressed oral reactions, and phases of injection of massive
doses of cocaine which were practically unsuccessful attempts at
suicide. But even in the most acute stages the melancholc rnechanisms
were not actually pure. The drug habit represented sufficient of a
projective system to prevent deeper regression. And after final
deprivation it r*'as maintained in the modified form of medicinal
drugging for which justification had to be found in every possible

source of organic disturbance. For example, a heavy meal r*'ould be

taken in order to justify all sorts of alimentary medicine drinking.

The reduction in projected sadistic charge aliowed a substitution of

mainly 'god ' drugs for ' bad '. Nevertheless tbe good drugs, by

upsetting the patient's internal economy, carried on the work of bad

drugs, although in a milder degree. Even the 'injection ' element

was maintained for a time under the guise of vaccine therapy.

Reviewing the paraldeh.vde case brieffy, it could be said that, in

spite of the obvious importance of later infarrtile geniiai systems (the

model (Edipus nucleusi, the drug element attached to the obsessional

neurosis related to a more primitive (Edipus conflict occurring at the

age of a, and coinciding with the birth of the rival sister. It was an

atternpt to deal with sadistic charges only slightly'more tolerable than

tho:e dealt with by purely parancid mechanisms. It came into action
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because the later and more developed (Edipus relations (inverted and

positive) still maintained a high sadistic charge. No adult derivative

from these later systems could be permitted to act as a reassuring

system of relations, hence every ordinary fluctuation in libido or

aggressive tendencV laid the patient at tbe mercy of an older anxiety

system.
Vrhile therefore I agree with the tendency of recent attempts to

compare drug-addiction with melancholia and obsessional neurosis, I

feel that the emphasis laid on the model Gdipus Phase and on early

constitutionai factors has obscured not only an equally close relation

to paranoia, but the possibility of establishing a spccrfic mechanism

for drug-addiction. This specific reaction represents a tra*sitiott

between the more primitive psychotic phase and the later psycho-

neurotic phase of development. I should have said a numbcr of.

specific fnechanisms, because I do not believe in aly rigid layering

of eariy psychotic phases. I imagine that different types of drug-

addiction reprexnt variations in the amount of original erotogenic

sources of libido (and consequently different fusions of sadism) : hence

that they represent variations not only in the structure of the primitive

ego, but in the type'of mechanism employed to control excitation.

\\'hen Simmel claims that drug-addiction is closely connected with

both obsessional neurosis and melancholia,zo I have no objection to

ofTer, except that this applies only to some cases and that it neglects

the relation of other cases to paranoia. But in spite of many corre-

spondences of mechanism I cannot confirm his view that the state

belongs essentially to the obsessional group, acquiring a melancholic

character as a result of regression. Nor do I agree with his general

statement that in the fir-qt stages the addiction represeats a pleasure-

toned obsessional state. This description, in my opinion, applies with

more accuracy to the medicinal and food idiosyncrasies seen in neurotic-

character cases, and particularly to various social habits of normaJ

individuals, e.g. food indulgences and dietetic systems, habits of bodily

inunction and inhalation, routine medicinal habit, fresh-air apostledom,

and so forth.

A word here about the question of specific phantasies in drug-

addiction. In my experience the mairl phantasy of drug-addictions

reprexnts a condensation of tn'o primary systems, one in which the

child attacks {later restores) organs in the tx";ther's body, and sne in

tr  See note r ' ,  P. 3o4'
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which the mother attacks (later restores) organs in the child's body.
These phantasies are also represented in masturbation s-vstems and are

still present in later, genital object-relations. In this paper I have not

stressed the question of specific phantasies : first, because the con-
densation I have described seems to be universal, and secondi_y because
I am more concerned for the moment with defining the function of
drug-addiction. It is aiways possible that the main element in any
ps1'ciropathological state is not so much the actual unconscious

phantasy-system as the degree of localization or mastery of anxiety

achieved. In anv case we cannot estimate tlie significance of such

stereoty'ped phantasies until we know what organ-substarlce is repre-

sented by the dr*g.

Pnovrstoxer Coxcruslolis

(r) Drug-addiction implies fixation to a transitional CLdrpus system

-a system lying between the more primitive Gdipus nuclei that pro-

duce parancid (or meiancholic) anxieties and the (Edipus nucleus that

is responsible ior later obsessional reactions.
(z) Its <iefensive function is to control sadistic charges, which,

though less violent than those associated with paranoia, are more

severe than the sadistic charges met with in obsessional formatians.

(An aiternative formulation would be that the Libidinal comp'onents

found in drug-addiction are stronger and contain more genitai elements

tnan those associated with the psychoses, but weaker than those

associated with the transference neuroses.)

i:) Drug-addiction acts as a protection agailist psychotic reaction

rn states of regressron.

{4) Unconscious homosexuai phantasy-s-vstems are not a direct

etiological Iactor. but represent a restitutive or defensive s',.stem ; on

account of their stronger libidinal cathexis (both narcissistic and

genitai), homosexual svstems act as a protectir-rn against anxieties of

the addiction type. Hence the ciose association of homosexuai

interests with drug-addiction implies either the persistence of a defensive

svstem or the ruins of a defensive svstem.

The next step is to consider what relation exists between dntg-

addiction and neurotic habits or social usages, in particular habits and

customs belonging to an 'ingestion ' group" Mast processes oI

incorporation, e.g. the processes of eating and read.ing, are subjcct to

modifcations of a rnore or less pathological stamp. These habits must
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be correlated with the usrral drug-addictions. We must know, for

example, why noxious dnrgs are chosen in certain addictions in prefer-

ence to less harmful or harmless substances and whether the fixations

and defensive systems are identical. \\try does an individual swallow,

inhale or inject cocaine instead of smoking cigarettes or sucking

cblorodlne lozenges or eating ice-cream ar drinking almond emulsions

or taking nutrient enemata or nrbbing in lanoline ointment or chewing

bus tickets ?

The answer originally given by psycho-analysis rvas perfectly

simple. Study of clinical data confirmed what was already apparent

to the student of mythology and anthropology. The drug represented

the phailus or semen of the father (God) and the breast-nippl*--milk

of the mother (Goddess). Less obvious at first-possibl-v because less

attention rvas paid to this aspect*was the fact the drugs represented

other bodily substances of an excretory nature, urine, faces, etc.

Soon it was held that all bodily 'ejecta'-breath, sweat, spit, urine,

feces, blood, semen, milk, could'be represented hy the drug. It was

nevertheless believed that the phallic {seminai} symbolism was the most

important, and that, through this link, drug-addiction could be traced

to the genital CEdipus situation. the other elements were regarded as

contributions to genital interest from earlier erotogenic zones (oral,

anal, etc.) ; or simply as disguised displacements of genital interest.

The inverted (homosex',al) CEdipus aspect was thought to account for

the predominance in some cases of anal symbolism.

More careful clinical investigatic.rn sbowed that this apparently

water-tight system was inadequate. It had always been knor*'n that

under conditions of suggestive raPport, a comparatively inert substance

(injections of salt water, tablets of aspirin, chewing-S.rm, etc.) could

function as a drug-substitute. True, in manv cases it r*'as felt to be

inadequate but it would tide over phases of deprivation. A more

striking observation $'as to follor,r'.
There is now no doubt tliat the pharmacotaxic efiects of drugs do

not play such a specific part in dangerous drug-addictions as is supposed
in extra-psychological circles. In certain addiction-cases rn'here a

harmless substitute was established {in one cas€ sugar wa-s used in this

way). I hsve observed the same slavish compulsion attach itself to the

substitute. And deprivation of the substitute loosened massive

charges of anxietv. On the other hand, during the analysis of psvcho'

neurotics and of neurotic {or psychotic) character abnormalities, I have
discc,veied idiasyncrasies whictr had the sarne subjective sense of
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compulsion and aroused the same anxiety on deprivation as standard

dnrg-habits. These are sometimes connected *'ith food, e.g. a com-

pulsion to eat stewed meat rvith a highiy seasoned ketchup added to

the gravy. Compulsive habits of 'taking medicine ' are even more

conrmon. I recall in this connection an addiction to *'hite purgative

emulsir-rns, attempts to abandon which invariablv induced severe

anxiety. In another case the 'addiction ' was to hot water. More-
over in actual drug-deprivations it is '*'ell knor*'n that the last and most

diluted drop of an addiction substance is as significant to the addict as

the last and most trivial ceremonial is to a severe carse of obsessional

neurosis. It is true that in many cases of neurotic idiosl'ncrasy, the

formation is not a massive one and the emotii-rnal reactions are spread

over a number of apparently insignihcant occasions but thcv exert a

striking cumulative effect. In one recent catr, consuming steak-pie,

beer, and reading a newspaper shared equaliy in an 'ingestion '

compulsion, by means of which an intolerable state of.boredom and

depression was periodically relieved. Ttre evidence in other directions

is or-err*'helming. For every contamination-phobia, there is a corre-

sponding compulsion, either social, fetichistic or ' perverted'. For

evew cleansing ceremonial there is a correspxrnding ingestion habit.

This fact escapes attention on'ing to the numbcr of compromisc-
formations. \futren a washing maniac must use 'sc(,nted' soap or an

ointment reeking of antiseptic, or when the fresh-air addict with a
'fog' phobia insists on living in a pinewood, the mixture of pholrra

and' counter-addiction' usudly escapes notice.
The substitution of psychic 'substances' for concrete is nut

difficult to demonstrate. The activit-r' of reading is perhaps tlrt'

simplest example and it is clear that 'systems of 'godd ' antl ' lr,r,l '

reading have some resemblances to addictions. In the paraldcirr',1,'
case I ltave described the only guilt-free ceremonial was as follou's :
having drawn the blinds in a particular room the patient removetl :rll
objects from the pockets which u'ere then frlled r+'ith biscuits ; shc tlr,.'n
sat exactly opposite the centre of the fireplace with legs apart and fcct
raised and proceeded to read ' good ' books, at the $arne time munching
biscuits. Here again compromise-formations abcrund : e.g. com-
pulsive reading of 'elevating ' or 'good ' books, partir:ul.rrly thco-
sc'phical literature, di:ring the prtress of defacatrc;n. I't.rlr.rps the
most interesting group is that rthere psycho-neurotic pr()((.s5cs and
ps-r'cho-therapeutic activities function as'drugs.' It is easy tu obserl'e
that obsessional ps1'chic constructions and the affects acconrpan]'lng
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melancholia are felt and described in terms of 'substance'. The

obsessional feels that if his neurosis r+'ere cured he would be left with

a ' hole ' or ' gap' in his mind, and the depressed case very frequently

expresses ttre state of endopsyciric conflict and afiect in terms of
'wcights' and ' mass€s' in his ' insicie '. I have recently studied a

case in which a very definite drug-addiction was suddenly and spon-

taneously abandoned in favour of an obsessional neurosis. The

patient then reacted to the rdea of cure of the neurosis preciseiy as a

drug-addict reacts to the idea of abstinence. She 'must have ' the

tieurosis; she 'could not give it up ', and so forth. The change was

not due solely to an alteration in nlethods of defence ; the obsessional

psychic construction with its accompanying afiect provided a suitable

drug 'substance'. The immediate stimulus to substitution n'a"s the

estabiishment o{ friendly relations with a mothering type of male

admirer. A similar valuation of psychotherapeutic activities was

suggested by Janet 
u in the case of hypnosis : he pointed out that tbe

stage of somnambulic passion is comparable to the craving of a

morphine addict. Ernest Jones,2r commenting on this observation,

linked it up to similar manifestations exhibited in aicoholism. And it is

common psycho-analytic experience that patients react to interpreta-

tions as if they n'ere either hostile foreign bodies or friendiy substances.

In short, there is every reason to think 1a) that given suitable psvctric

cr:nditions any substance can function as a 'drug', 1D) that 'psychic

sulrstances' carl function as replacements for ideas of concrete sub-

stances, (c) that both types of substance can be subdivided into good

or bad, innocent or guilty, beneticent or malignant, restorative or

destructive.

It is difficult to resist the conclusion that, however varied mav be

the contributions to drug-addiction from eroiogenic sources, one

sprcial interest is represented by all drug-substances, viz. repressed

aggressive or sadistic interest. Admittedlf it is hard to isolate this

interest and therefore to claim that drug-addiction is solely and simply

a reaction to sadism. Quite apart from the indisputable importance

of libidinai components in drug-symbolisms, there are certain attributes

of drugs which represent a combination of libidinal and ag6ressive

componenfs. Thus it is ciear that the good and bad elements in some

tt Janet : Ni.wosas et id,lcs fixes, r898, p. 429.
!r Ernest Jones: ' The Action of Suggestion in Psycbotherapy

Papers on Psycln-analysis,3rd Edition, t923.
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addictions depend on tbe imprqguating
urconsciously attributed to the drug.
inquired whether by acc,entuating the
establish a specifrc factor operative in the .

socially ' trcnign' addictions.

and abortifacient powrs
Nevertheless it night be
sadistic element pe omH
noxious ' as compared with

The first step in this investigation is to compare the actual prc-
perties o{ 'noxious ' with those r-rl ' benign ' drugs. It is evident that
noxious drugs possess certain injurious and destructive properties.
And although many non-noxious foods, if eaten regardless of conse-
quences, produce equally disintegrating effects (:rs in the case of a
patient who reluses to follow a prescribed diet), the distinction apJrars
to have some general validity. This r*'ould suggest that in the choice
of a noxious habit the element of sadism is decisive. The drug would

then be a substance (part-object,! with sadistic properties r*'hich can
exist both in the outer rryorld and within the bodv, but which exercises
its sadistic powers only when inside. The situation would represent a

transition between the menacing externalizrd sadism of a paranoid
s,vstem and the actual internalized sadism of a melancholic svstem.
The addiction would represeni a peculiar compound of psvchic danger
and reassurance. Doubtless the melancholic (internaliaed) aspccts
would be increased by an attempt to deal with the externalized nrcnace
(drugs) by swallowing, and the fact that drugs actuallv exist ' outsrde '

(in chemists'shops) would encourage a move towards abstinence during
the dangers of the exacerbated melancholic phase.

The second group of properties of noxious drug' pres€nts a nlure
difficult problem. These substances have the capacity to produce

effects that are usually described in a comprsmise terminology, partl,v
ps1'chological, partly physiological. They are cai.led stimulants,

depressants, h-vpnotics, narcotics, analgesics, sedatives, intoxicants,
etc., and varioulsens,ory and psychic disturbances are described in
the same terminology. Clinical experience of melarrcholia, h-t-pr-

chondria and conversion-h1'steria warns us, however, that this semi-
physiological approach is not only inadequate but misleading ; that
subjective sensorv and afrective experiences cannot be understood
apart from the existence of conflict between psl"chic institutions.
Fcr example, in one of mv cases, the efiect of strong doses of a h1'pnotic
was to procluce a ' tottery ' feeling as if the legs were ' cut off '. Inci-
Centaiir'. the h5'pnutic was rarely taken at the most appropriate tirne,
i.e. at bedtime. As a rute it was swallcu'ed just before the patient
r+'as abaut to go for a walk. A feu' associations cclnnccted the idea
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with weakness in the mother's legs. At this time the patient's mother
was unable to get about owing to a debilitating illness. So the patient
not only carried out a form of self-punishment, but repeated rhe crime
of cutting off the mother's legs. In this case drug-taking r+'as fre-
quently folloived by a feeling of ' sanitv' ' in the upper parts of the
bodf'. This svstem was illu*rinated bl' the discovcry that, Curing
obsessional preoccupation n'ith the idea of possessing a penis, one of
the ways of ridding herself of this dangerous organ *'as to imagine it
stowed away in one or other of the lower limbs. Evidently not only
the legs but the concealed penis was destroyed by taking the drug.
The same patient was clear that the compulsion to take a ' dose'
frequently' coincided with worrv over the mental images of some
person. She felt they were 'in her head ', and that the dnrg could
'kil l  them inside her'. It could also 'dull '  (ki l l) the intensitv of
certain oLsessional 'pictures' (organs, persons). Here again there
was admittedly a masoctristic element : when she was stupified,
'little enemies' could steal a march on her, a svstem which had
more obvious representation in conscious rape and pregnancy
phantasies.

In this type of case the relief following drug-taking depends to a
large extent on the exploitation of sadism to cure sadism, although
undoubtedly there is a strong factor of masochistic gratification. In

other cases where the immediate effect of the d*g appears to be

entirely alleviating and gratifying and where no secondary deteriora-
tion is apparent, punishment and masochistic aspects are gratified in

the abstinence lxriod. This is in keeping with tbe views of Simmel a

and many others, viz. that abstinence phases are essential parts of an

organized addiction. On the whole the evidence seems to suggest that

the narcotic and noxious properties of certain drugs put them in a

clinical class by themselves, in so far as tbey are excellently adapted

to the purposes of sadistic expression. The necessary formula app€ars

to be that the individual's own hate impulses, together n'ith identifica-

tions r+'ith objects towards whom he is arnbivalent, constitute a

dangerous ps,vchic state. This state is symbolized as an internal

concrete substance. The drug is then in the last resort an external

counter-substance which cures bv destruction. In this sense drug-

addiction might be considered an improvement on paranoia: the

3t See note rc,  p.  3o4
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paranoidal element is limited to the drug-substance which is tben used

as a tberapeutic agent to deai *'ith intrapsvchic conflict of a melan-

cholic pattern. In the sense of. localizing paranoid anxiety and

enabling external adaptation to proceed, this may be one of the

specifi c functions of drug-addiction.

On the other hand, there are some considerations which suggest

that we should not push this view to extremes. In the first place we

find that patients at different times regard the same drug as ' gcrod '

as well as ' bad'. Secondly, obsessional neurotics without anv

manifest addiction tendencies are prone to use food images in

cleansing' as rvell as in 'contamination ' systems. ' An apple a day

keeps the doctor away'. Moreover, some drug-addicts exhibit a

distinctly obsessional tendency in their dosage and timing of noxious

drugs (e.g. taking them when their thoughts are 'bad'), thereby

suggesting more friendly exploitation of the drug-system. Again, in

some noxious addictions the sedative and restorative effects are a

prominent feature. On the other hand, in a great majority of ' benign '

addictions, the restorative and life-giving properties of tle substance

are clearly mani{est. Finally, however important unconscious
paranoid and melancholic factors in drug-addiction maJr be, the

clinical fact remains that throughout the greater part of many severe

addictions there are no manifest syurptoms oI this kind. Even

allowing for disturbances occurring under the influence of drugs (e.g.

intoxication), and for impairment of psychic function during compara-

tive abstinence (e.9. retrograde amnesia), the patient's reality sense is

not grossly and obviously distorted. Moreover, as I have indicated,

some drug addictions shew an actual refractoriness to paranoid retres-

sion. To these clinical views may be added the theoretical considera-

tion that a purely paranoid basis to drug-addiction would suggest a

worse prognosis than is actualiy' justified b1' statistics of permanent

abstinence.

Analytic support for the benign aspect of drug-substances is based
almost entirely on three groups of observ'ation : (a) the close connectior

between drug-substances and erotogenic interests, (b) the exploitation
of later and more predominantly genital iibidinal development as a

reassurance against earlier more sadistic phases, (c) the existence of
' cancellation ' and 'restitution ' mechanisms.

There is no need to recall the extensive evidence in support of

a svmbolic relation bet*'een drugs and erotogenic interests. The

symbolism in many cases requires no interpretation. And there is a
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good deal to be said for Radd's @nception of 'meta-erotism ',r in tbe
s€nse of a system of dnry-excitation whicb sbort-circuits the zonal
components of infantile sexuality. I am unable, however, to confirm
his assumption of a decisive' alimentary orgasm' based on alimentary
erotism. That alimentary erotism is an important factor in most
cas€s I have no doubt. It is in my experience most obvious in
addictions of the drlorodyne type (new B.P.). But in still other
addictions, e.g. chloroform, ether, etc., it is obvious tbat nasal and
respiratory erotismis picked out. Again, in certain cases of alcobolism
it is clear, not only from the symbolism but foom actual reports of the
patient, that urinary erotism is picked out in preference to the alirnen-
tary element. In one instance the first mouthful of white wine,
whisky, sherry or beer produced irunediate erotic sensations in the
bladder whicb were then referred to the tip of t}e penis. In any case,
whether the important mechanism is 'short-circuiting ' or a process of
direct selection, tbe guilt or anxiety system involved is not simply
a reaction to excitation of one zone. In tbe alcohol-instance jrut

mentioned, altbougb urinary erotism was obvior:sly tbe important
factor, it was important because the ego+bject relations as a whole
were expressed in urinary-sadistic terms. Thus wine was a.l.ngerous
poison : it could only be cured by taking in more wine; it was an
impregnating substance ; it was an abortifacient, etc. And ultimately
it was a loving and curative iubstance.16

This brings us to the second point, viz. exploitation of later and
more genital elements es a reassurance against earlier anxieties of
menacing external substances. This aspect of drug-addiction has
been emphasized b]' Simmel and iater by Schmideberg. The closer
the identification r+'it} a comparatively friendly' s€men-penis-child'
system the more compulsive the benign aspects of addiction. The
friendliness is oJ course only comparative, because in the stage of
infantile genital interest a sadistic component is still important, and
can be measured by the amount of castration-anxiety.

The third point is also concerned with reassurance" It involves the

$ See note 16, p. 3o4.
r! Althoutb there is general agreemeat as to tbe importance of oral,

excretory and genital ioterests in tle etiolory of drug-adoiction, we are
not yet entitled to meke any final prouonncement oa their relative im-

portance. No deep analyses of ' respiratory (inhaletion) addictions'bave
yet been published, and until t}is haq been done an olxn-minded attitude

seenrs indicated.
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idea that a good substance can eitber neutralize a bad substance or
can make good any injury caused by an existing bad substance. These
mechanisms have now been shewn to play a large part in obsessional
neuroses s and in many apparently normal activities, e.g. sublima-
tions.il' r So far as my experience goes it is difficult to exclude these
factors in dnrg-addiction. The main difficulty is that, owing to the
confused state of identifcations of self with object, what appears to
be a pure object-restitution is condensed on a system of restitution of

the seU by the object.
An interesting aspect of this problem of benign elements in addiction

is presente.t by tbe companion problem of fetichism. Tbe relation
between fetichism and some forms of drug-addiction, particularly
alcoholism, is well known. But the negative aspects of fetichisrn
have had less attention paid to them, for the reason that they are
usuaily r%arded as obsessional pbobias of the contarnination type. I
have observed on several occasions that, after a more than usuatly
anxious phase of abstinen€, ? type of obsessional pbobia makes its
appearance which is of this negative Ietichistic type. Also that after a
more spontaneous abstinence phase the return of the addiction seemed
to be delayed by a more positive fetichistic interest, with or without

genital masturbation. In the case of the positive fetichistic activities,
a feature of the situation was that the interest also obtained narcissistic
representation. In one case excitement over the idea of stockings of
others could be expressed also by 

" 
lesser degree of excitement over

the individual's own stockings and shoes. On the other hand, in the
phobia system, fears which had originaily been attached to contamina-
tion ideas concerning the clothes of nthers later took the form of acute
anxiery concerning the destnrctive powers of the patient's own clothes.
Two ty'pes of fear-localiaation could be detected: fear in which the
organ-interest was displaced from the genital-aMominal area to
stockings and legs, collar and neck, etc., and secondly, fear attached
to clothing having close contact with the genital and abdominal area,
underclothes, corsets, etc. The amount of anxiety provoked seemed
to depend on whether an early paranoidal system or a later genital

13 Freud : Hemmung, Symptam und Angst, Wien.
r? Sharpe : ' Certain Aspects of Sublimation and Delusion ', this

JounNel, r93o, XI, rr.
tc Klein : 'Early Anxiety-Situations reflected in a work of Art', this

Jounxlr, r9e9, X, 436.
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system of phantasy predominated. Fear lest part of the patient's
knickers should 'get into' gluteal or genital folds, and effect some
disastrous change, varied in intensity in accordance with t}:e 'good-

ness' or 'badness' of the drugs taken. If the drugs were bad, the
'getting in ' of clothing had no more anxiety than one might expect
to accompany a masochistic genital phantasy. When, however, the
drugs were reduced or god, the underclothing fear was almost para-
noidal in intensity.

Space does not permit more detailed investigation of this subject
here. But perhaps two rough formulations are permissible: (r) that
in the transition between paranoidal systems and a normal reaction to
reality, drug-addiction (and later on fetichism) represent not only
continuations of the anxiety system within a contracted range, but the
beginnings of an expanding reassurarlce system. The reassurance is
due to cbntributions from later libidinal stages in infancy which
contain a decreasing amount of sadisrn. (z) That dothing in general
is, after food, the next line of defence in overcoming paranoirtel re-
actions to reality. It appears reasonable to suppose that the first
paranoid systems of the child attach themselves to food, that these
anxieties are modified not only by the appearance of less sadistic
impulse but by a determined effort at displacement crf anxiety. In
this displacement clothes play their part. When subsequently
displacement leads to reactions to the clothes of external objects, the
loundation of the classical fetish is laid. So that when anxiety is
excessive the result is either a typical sexual fetish or the negative
form, viz. a contamination pbobia. I would suggest that the associa-
tion of fetichism and alcoholism implies a combined efiort to establish
friendly relations with external dangerou$ objects which, at an earlier
stage, were thought of as existing *'ithin the patient's body, e.g. the
sadistic penis of the father which the child has stolen from tbe motber.
A prtpos, the most successful exploitation of a fetichistic principle is to
be seen in the mild forms which accompany or merge with the fore-
pleasure of adult genital primacy.

To sum up the position of noxious drug-habits as compared with
benign habits . there appears to be no question that noxious addictions

represent the reaction to a more acute state o{ anxiety ; that the
destructivc properties of drugs lend themselves to symbolic and
actual expression of sadism, nevertheless that the restitutive and
neutralizrng effect even of noxiuus drugs cannot be excluded. In tbe
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benign addictions the substance still represents a vehicle of sadism,

but the sadism is less heavily charged, and connected with less archaic

phantasies. Hence anxiety both as to the state of the b,rd-tt and the

dangers of the external world is reduced. Reality has taken on a more

friendly aspect, consequently non-injurious foods or their substitutes

can function in these milder addictioas. With regard to the corporeal

element represented by the dnrg, I have already indicatcd that we are

not in a position to speak with finality on this subject. One or two

modifications of earlier ideas are, hou'ever, already justifiable. The

obvious emphasis laid by drug-addicts on phallic elements must be to

some extent discounted. And althr-rugh in the past I have stressed
importance of oral elements, I have come to realize that particularly in

the case of noxious drugs, these are sometimes emphasized for defen-

sive purposes. Admittedly in the melancholic t1'pes orai elements are

the most important, but, taking the average run of noxious addiction,

I have the impression tbat the drug sy:rnbolizes excretory substances

which in turn represent a primitive and almost uncontrollable form of

excretory sadism.
In this paper I have so far deliberately avoided using the term

' super-ego '. My main aim is to draw attention to the significance of

drug-addiction as representing a comPromise between projective and

introjective processes. And owing to lack of agreernent as to early

pbases of super+go forrnation it is advisable to keep to these more

general terms. Nevertheless I feel convinced that when Radd says

guilt-processes do not play a specific part in drug-addiction, he has in

mind the guilt associated with the late (Edipus pbase of super-ego

fornration. Tbesretically speaking, however, a sup€r-ego lormation

can be presumed as soon as an introjectiee Process is sufficiently

organieed to attach to itself enerry which would otherwise strive for

more direct discharge on objects. And the wbole point about drug-

addiction is that it represents a phase of development when primitive

part-objects are introjected and absorb psycbic energy, but before

projection of a massive type has been finally abandoned. It has

always been difhcult to conceive how the physiological effects of alcobol

cor:ld have a specific effect on psychic institutions, €.8. the super€go.

The answer is now apparent: the drug has no more direct effect on

guilt than a stunning blow on the head. Tbe effect is produced by

virtue of a psychological and mainly s1'rnbolic Eranceuvre' to which

tJ:e physiological action of drugs adds an element of realism. The

physiological action of drugs is exploited by the addict because it saves
az
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some expenditrrre of psychic energy. The same system is seen to

operate in the psychoses and neuroses. The remissions of melancholia

observed during intercurrent organic illness represent a saving of

melancholic energies ; and a conversion-hysteric obviously makes the

most of any casual organic disturbance, thereby reducing tbe labour of

symptom-formation.

I do not underrate what the physiologist would call the selective

action of drugs on or through the nervous system. On the other hand,

I maintain that the phenomena of psyc&rc inhibition (or relief from

inhibition) accompanying drug-addiction cannot be explained along

purely physiohgical lines. My view is that the addict erpbits the
'action ' of the drug in terms of an infantile system of thinking. In

the earliest stages endopsyciric appreciation of instinctual stimuli

corresponds closely to sensory experience of disturbances in the bodily

organs, or, more generally, of disturbing substances in the body. The

sarne is true of the earliest experiences of the operation of primitive
psychic institutions (e.9. super-ego conflict leading to frustration). So

that when an infant psychically incorporates objects (or important
organs of objects) and when a primitive form of guilt ensues, this guilt

can be dealt with, as it were, along physiological lines. From this

point of view the significance of addiction can be described as follows,

By 'cutting off' the body (i.e. sensory perceptions'l the drug app€ars

to have obliterated instinctual tension or fnrstration : it can also kill,

cure, punish or indulge not only psychic 'objects ' in the body but the

body as ' self '. By 'cutting off' the external world, the drug can

obliterate not only actual instinctual stimuli from without but stimuti
due to projected instinct. By the sarne obliteration it can kill or
punish external objects with or without projected characteristics : it

can also rescue them by keeping them at a distance. This 'double

action ' accounts for the extreme sense of compulsion associated with
addiction. It is specially marked in cases where both 'self ' and
' introjected objects ' are felt to be bad and dangerous, and the only
chance of preserving a good self lies in isolating it in the external world
in the form of u Food object.

In conclusion, we must inquire what bearing the foregoing discussion
of addiction has on the tendencies of psycho-analvtic research and in
particular on terminological usage. I can imagine that recent emphasis
iaid on ' sadistic ' factors might give rise to a temporarl,'undervaluation
of libidinal factr-rrs, or to a degree of misuse of tcrms. The phrase
'oral-sadistic -fixation ', for example, is just as inadequate as its

_ 
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fellow, ' oral libidinal fixation ', or ' narcissistic fixation '. And its use

might foster the tendency to think of a hypothetical 'pure sadistic'

(aggressive) fixation. Without entering into the actual definition of

sadism as a pure culture of instinct or a primary fusion, it may be

repeated that ttre ' complexion ' of sadism is contributed mainly by its

libidinal fusion, whether primary or secondary. As Freud has said on

the more general subject of life and death instincts, ' we are driven to

t}le conclusion that tbe death instincts are by their nature mute and

that tbe clamour of li{e proceeds for the most part from Eros '.2e And

in drug-addiction particulariy it can be observed that although positive

libidinal constructions are used as a cover for and reassurances against

earlier more sadistically-charged situations, this very fact gives rise to

a compulsive emphasis c,n libidinal components which is indistinguish-

able from a fixation effect. In short, there is a great deal to be said

for the retention of the term 'ambivalence ' in etiological essays,

provided due emphasis is laid on the prirnitive and rudimentary

nature of the objects towards which the ambivalence is directed, and

provided a series of characteristic expressions of ambivalence can be

isolated. And, incidentaily, Abraham's term' preambivalent ' for the

first oral pliase before dentition is not the happiest way of describing a

phase during which the tensions of sadism are verv acute.

Any tendency to talk lciosely of sadism as the chief etiological

factor without an essential correction for libidinal modification would

introduce or emphasize a quantitative element in etiology. Indeed,

Schmideberg so has made the suggestion that riir difJerences betu'een

various psycho-pathological states are due to (iriantitative difrerences

in the amount of anxiety. This use of the term anxiety does not seem

altogether satisfactory : it neglects the function of anxiety as a
' signaliing' system and leaves une.xplained constitutional and in-

dividual factors (instinctual fixations) causing 'anxiety intolerance '.

Indeed, it is difficult to think of an absolute measure of sadistic quanti-

ties which would not be complicated by libidinal factt.rrs. The difficuit1"

might perhaps be uvercome if rve could establisir charactcristic differ-

ences between guilt-mechanisms at dirierent stages of develtipnrent.

And it wouid be stili casier if we could combine a characteristic guilt-

mechanism wittr the factor of 'localizatitsn '. In the case of <irugr

addictions, aithough the introjective ineciianisrns are not ver,i'markedly

te See note
to See note
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localized ie.g. the phanta-sv-ef{ects of swallowing t}re dnrg are not
Iimited to one phantasied system of internal organs), the projective
systems are definitely circumscribed {i.e. concentrated on drug sub
stances). For this reason the latent paranoid aspects of drug-addiction
are more prominent etiologicd factors than the (introjective) guilt-
systems alone. Even so we should stili be compelled to introduce
libidinal factors in order to account for the comparatively stable
organization and resilience of some psychoses and neuroses. Admittedly,
boundaries between psychopathological states are not very clearly
defined and can be temporarily or permanently effaced ir arry flood of
regression. On the other hand, experience of drug-addiction suggests
that there are more of these boundaries than we are in the habit of
thinking and that they shew a remarkable capacity to reassert function
after trave regressional i"jrrrf'.
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